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Abstract

In the framework of a set of clients communicating with a critical server over the Internet, a recent approach

to protect communication from Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks involves the construction of overlay

systems. SOS, MAYDAY and I3 are such systems. The overlay system serves as an intermediate forwarding

system between the clients and the server, which typically have fixed architectures that employ a set of overlay

nodes arranged in different layers that control access to the server. Although such systems perform well under

simple congestion-based DDoS attacks, it is questionable whether they are resilient to intelligent DDoS attacks

which aim to infer architectures of the systems to launch more efficient attacks. In this paper, we define several

intelligent DDoS attack models and develop an analytical approach to study the impacts of architectural design

features on the system performance in terms of path availability. Our data clearly demonstrate that the system

performance is indeed sensitive to the architectural features and the different features interact with each other to

impact overall system performance under intelligent DDoS attacks. Our observations provide important guidelines

in design of such secure overlay systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are currently major threats to communication in the

Internet. Current level of sophistication in system resilience to Distributed Denial of Services (DDoS)

attacks is far from definite. Tremendous amount of research is being done in order to improve the system

security under DDoS attacks [1], [2], [3], [4]. The reliability of communication over the Internet is not

only important but also required. Typical examples of such applications are emergency, medical, and other

related services. The system needs to be resilient to attacks from malicious users within and outside of

the system that aim to disrupt communication. It is also very likely that there are certain special nodes

or hot spots in such systems, and attacks on such nodes could prove to be catastrophic to the systems.

A recent body of work in the realm of protecting communication between a set of clients and a server

employs the use of proactive defense mechanisms using overlay based structures. Typically a set of nodes

that make up the overlay act as intermediate forwarders between the clients and the server. The design

rationale in all these systems is to ensure; the server is effectively hidden from external clients, the

presence of multiple paths to improve reliability, access control to prevent illegitimate users from being

serviced, effectively dropping attack traffic far away from the server. The final objective though is to

ensure that there are high degrees of path availabilities from clients to the server even when malicious

entities attempt to compromise the communication 1. Popular systems using the overlay based structure to

defend communications against DDoS attack include SOS [5], Mayday [6] and I3 [7] etc. Such systems

perform quite well in terms of path availabilities under random congestion based DDoS attacks. However,

on a critical note, the following questions are naturally raised while analyzing the systems.

� The system can be targeted by intelligent attackers. That is, the attacker can know or infer the

structure already present in the system. Knowledge of the existing structure can be taken advantage

of by the attacker causing extensive damage to the system. An intelligent attacker can have the ability

to traverse the communication chain between clients and the server. A sequence of such executions

1Throughout this paper this will be our performance metric. A formal definition of the performance metric is given in Section III.
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can eventually disclose the server. Apart from this the attacker can also have the ability to congest

nodes strategically, rather than just randomly. The question here is; how sensitive is the performance

of such overlay based systems when targeted by intelligent DDoS attacks that take advantage of the

structure already present?

� The structure of such overlay based system consists of certain design features 2. A careful study of

each system reveals that the design features can be generalized as the layering (number of layers),

mapping degree (number of next layer neighbors per node, which can be also called connectivity

degree), node distribution (number of nodes in a layer). The sensitivity of system performance to

system structure is typically the sensitivity of performance to these design features under attacks. In

SOS [5], the number of layers is set as
�
. During analysis, the authors assume the neighbors of a

node are all the nodes at the next layer. Are these the best choices? More interestingly, how do these

design features interact with each other to impact system performance under different intensities of

intelligent DDoS attacks?

In this paper, we aim to address the above issues. That is, our objective is to study the impact of the

design features of overlay based intermediate forwarding systems on system performance under intelligent

DDoS attacks. Towards this extent, we first generalize the deign features of the above overlay forwarding

systems. We denote our generalized system as Secure Overlay Forwarding Systems (SOFS). We then

define two classes of intelligent DDoS attack models. Our attack models take advantage of system structure

while executing the attacks. We develop an analytical approach in the absence of system repair, and use

simulations in the presence of system repair to analyze the sensitivity of system performance to each design

feature of the SOFS system under these attack models. Our results show that the system performance is

indeed very sensitive to the design features under intelligent DDoS attacks. We observe that the number

of layers and number of neighbors per node (the mapping degree) have opposite effects on improving

resilience to the attacks. In order to compensate for the effects of attacks, there is a clear trade-off in

2We use the term design features, architectural features and structural features interchangeably in this paper.
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the layering as well as the mapping degree. We also observe that the system performance is sensitive to

the node distribution per layer, particularly when the mapping degree is large. The conclusions we derive

from our analysis in the absence of system repair hold true also in the case of system repair demonstrating

the sensitiveness of the design features of the system in ensuring good performance. We believe that our

findings can provide important guidelines in design of secure overlay forwarding systems.

II. THE SOFS ARCHITECTURE AND INTELLIGENT DDOS ATTACKS

A. The SOFS Architecture

In its most basic version, the SOFS architecture consists of a set of overlay nodes arranged in layers

as shown in Fig. 1. The nodes in these layers serve as an intermediary between the clients and the

critical target 3. Such a system has three distinguishable design features. They are Layering, Mapping

(Connectivity) degree and Node distribution across layers. A clearer description is given below.

� Number of Layers: The number of layers in the architecture is an estimate of the depth of control

during access to the target. If the number of layers is � , then clients must pass through these � layers

before communicating with the target. The importance of layering is that if the number of layers is

large enough, implicitly it means that the target if better hidden against external clients.

� Mapping (Connectivity) degree: Each node in layer � routes to node(s) in layer ����� towards the target

to complete the communication chain. The mapping degree in the SOFS architecture is a measure of

the number of neighbors a node in layer � has in layer ����� . Typically, the larger the mapping degree

is, the more reliable is the communication due to the availability of multiple paths. The largest is

actually � to all, where each node in layer � has all nodes in layer ���	� as its neighbors.

� Node Distribution: Node distribution is a measure of the number of nodes in each layer. Intuitively

it may seem that uniform node distributions across layers is preferred to ensure a degree of load

balancing in the system. However, for a fixed amount of nodes to be distributed across a fixed

3We use the term target and server interchangeably in this paper.
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number of layers, it may be advisable to deploy more nodes at layers closer to the target to increase

defenses in sensitive layers nearer the target.
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Node
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Node
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Fig. 1. The generalized SOS architecture.

A client that wishes to communicate with the target first contacts node(s) in the first layer which contact

node(s) in the second layer and so on till the traffic reaches the target. In this architecture each node is

only aware of nodes in its neighboring layer. A set of filters acts a firewall surrounding the target through

which only legitimate traffic is allowed.

B. Intelligent DDoS Attack Models

The attacker in our model is intelligent. It has the ability to break-into nodes in the system with the

intention of disclosing the victim’s next-layer neighbors in the system. The attacker also has the ability

to congest nodes in the overlay thereby denying service to legitimate clients. The attacker may be aware

of the identities of a part of the nodes in the system. Since the goal of the attacker is to disclose as many

nodes as possible and congest nodes in the overlay, the following are the two types of attacks conducted.

� Break-in Attacks: The attacker has the ability to attempt to break-into nodes in the SOFS system. A

successful break-in results in dysfunction of the victim node and disclosure of the neighbors of the

victim node. The goal of the attacker here is to disclose as many nodes in the overlay as possible

and maybe disclose even the target.

� Congestion Attacks: The attacker has the ability to congest nodes in the SOFS system by bombarding

them with traffic such that the node cannot serve legitimate client requests. Typically, nodes whose

identities are known to the attacker will be preferred targets for congestion.
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The above two attacks can be conducted in several possible ways. However, keeping in mind the above

attack types, and the with the intention of maximizing attack impacts, the attacker will usually first conduct

break-in attacks to disclose the identities of many nodes. Congestion attacks on the disclosed nodes then

follow after the break-in attacks. In this realm, we define two attack models below.

� A discrete round based attack model: In this model, the attacker expends its break-in attack resources

in a round by round fashion, with a part of its resources used in each round. The rationale is that, by

successively breaking into nodes and locating their neighbors, the attacker can disclose many nodes.

We call this model as discrete because, here the attacker starts a fresh round only after the results of

all attempted break-ins in the current round are available to it. Congestion attacks follow next, and

are conducted in one round.

� A continuous attack model: In this model, the attacker attempts to disclose some nodes first, using

part of its break-in attack resources. However in this model, the attacker continuously keeps breaking

into disclosed nodes as and when they become available. Congestion attacks follow next in a similar

fashion. The attack models are described in more detail in our analysis in Sections III and IV.

We wish to emphasize here that the SOFS system also has the repair ability to defend against attacks.

However any meaningful execution of the repair mechanism is contingent on the attacks. In some cases,

the system may not be able to conduct any effective repair if the attacker can speedily conduct its attack,

disrupting system performance for some short duration of time. However, if the attack is slow enough the

system can attempt to take effective repair action to restore performance. More details on system repair

are given in Section IV.

In this paper, we study the SOFS system performance under discrete round based attacks and continues

attacks. We demonstrate that system performance is sensitive to design features and attacks, and the

architecture needs to be flexible in order to realize better performance under different attacks.
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE SOFS ARCHITECTURE UNDER ROUND BASED ATTACKS

In this section we conduct an extensive mathematical analysis on our SOFS architecture under a discrete

round based attack model with no system repair. In our analysis, the system we study consists of a total

of � overlay nodes. These � nodes can be active or dormant. By active we mean that the nodes are

currently in the overlay ready to serve legitimate requests 4. A dormant node is one that is a part of the

system but currently is not serving requests. We denote the number of active nodes in the system (also

called as SOFS nodes) by � which is distributed across � layers. Layer � has ��� nodes and ���� ���	�
� .

It is reasonable to assume that the attacker resources are limited. We assume that the attacker can launch

break-in attacks on ��� nodes and congestion attacks on �� nodes. With a probability ��� , the attacker

can successfully break into a node. In this section, the SOFS system we study either has no mechanism

to repair a compromised active node (broken-in or congested), or it has no time or resources to do so

because of the quickness of round based attacks and the cost of repair. We define system performance as

the probability ��� that a client can find a path to communicate with the target under on-going attacks.

A. Under a One-burst Round Based Attack

1) Attack Model: In this attack model, which is an instance of the discrete round based attack model,

the number of rounds is � . The attacker will spend all the break-in attack resources randomly in one

round and then launch the congestion attack. Even though this model may appear simple, in reality such

a type of attack is possible when say, the system is in a high state of alert anticipating imminent attacks

of which the attacker is aware of and still wishes to proceed with the attack. Here we assume the attacker

has no prior knowledge about the SOFS nodes.

2) Analysis: The key defining feature of our analysis is in determining the set 5 of attacked nodes in

each layer. The intuitive way to analyze the system is to list all possible combinations of attacked nodes in

each layer. The overall system performance can be obtained by calculating the probability of occurrence

4In the remaining of the paper, if the context is clear, we will just use ‘node’ to represent active nodes.
5We use the term set and number of nodes in a set interchangeably.
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Fig. 2. A Snapshot of the generalized SOFS architecture under the intelligent DDoS attacks.

of each combination and calculating � � for that combination and appropriately summarizing � � over

all possible combinations. It is easy to see that there could be many such possible combinations. For a

system with � layers and � nodes evenly distributed, such combinations will be in
�����
�
���
� . For a system

�
layers and �
	�	 SOFS nodes evenly distributed, we have about ���	�� �
	���� combinations. Practically, it

is not scalable to analyze the system in this fashion. To circumvent the scalability problem, we take an

alternative approach. Since the system and attack parameters ��� ��� � �� ��� are large, based on the weak

law of large number, we use the average case analysis approach. We calculate the average number of

attacked nodes in each layer to obtain � � .

In our architecture, a node maintains a neighbor table that consists of nodes in its next higher layer

and the number of neighbors is decided by the mapping degree policy. Upon receiving a message, a node

in Layer � will contact a node in Layer � � � from its neighbor table and forward the received message

to that node. This process repeats till the target is reached via the nodes in successive higher layers. The

routing thus takes place in a distributed fashion. We call a bad or compromised node as one that has either

been broken into or is congested and cannot route a message. The other overlay nodes are good nodes.

The routing table will contain bad entries during break-in or congestion attacks that can cause failure of

a message being delivered. A snapshot of the system under an on-going attack is shown in Fig. 2. To

compute ��� , first we should know the probability ��� that a message can be successfully forwarded from

Layer ��� � to Layer � ( ��� ��� � � � ). Here Layer � � � refers to the set of filters that encompass

the target. In our analysis ,we consider this layer also because it is possible that their identities can be
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disclosed during a successful break-in at Layer � . With the property of distributed routing algorithm, we

can obtain ��� by direct product of all �	� ’s, i.e., ��� ��� ��� ���� � � � . Obviously, � � depends on the availability

of good nodes in Layer � that are in the routing table of nodes in Layer � � � . Towards this extent, define

� ��� �	� ��
 � as the probability that a set of � nodes selected at random from
�� � nodes contains a specific

subset of 
 nodes, then � ��� ��� ��
 � �
����
� �


�����
���

����
�
�


�����
� if ����
 , and otherwise � ��� ��� ��
 � � 	 . Define � �

as the number of bad nodes in Layer � . Recall that each node in Layer � �	� will have � � neighbors in

Layer � . Then, on an average � � � � ��� � ��� � � is the probability that all next-hop neighbors in Layer � of an

overlay node in Layer ��� � are bad nodes. Hence ��� � � � � � ��� ��� � ��� � � . Thus, the probability ��� that

each message will be successfully received by the target can be expressed as follows:

��� ��� � � ��!� � � � ��� ��� ���� � � � � � � ��� ��� � ��� � � � � (1)

In (1), only � � ’s are undetermined. Recall that a bad node is one that has either been broken-into or is

congested. If we define " � and # � as the number of nodes that have been broken-into and the number of

congested nodes respectively in Layer � , we have � � �$" � �%# � .
The nodes that were broken in will disclose some SOFS nodes. In our model, once a node is broken

into, it is compromised and the attacker will not need to congest that node. Thus at the end of the break-in

attack phase, there is a set of nodes disclosed, from which we have to discount nodes that have been

successfully broken into. The resulting set of nodes is the one the attacker will try to congest first.

We assume the ��� break-in trials are uniformly distributed on the nodes in the system. The average

number of broken-in overlay nodes, � �
� ��� �& ��� . We define ' � as the number of nodes on which

a break-in attempt has been made in Layer � . For Layer � , ' � � �)(& � ��� � , and " ��� ��� � �)(& � � � � � for

�	� ��� � � � � � . We assume here that the filters are special and cannot be broken into. Hence " � � � � 	 .

At the start of the congestion attack phase, the attacker needs to know the set of nodes disclosed which

have not been attempted to break into. We calculate this set as follows. Let * �,+ - be a random variable

whose value is � when the .0/!1 node in Layer � is either a disclosed node or one on which a break-in
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attempt has been made. Let 
 � denote the average number of nodes that have been disclosed or have been

tried to be broken into. Thus,


 � ��� � � (�-	� � * �,+ -
� �

�)(�-	� � �
� * � + - � � �)(�-	� �

����� * �,+ - � �	� � (2)

The probability that the . /!1 node in Layer � is neither a disclosed node nor one on which a break-in

attempt has been made is given by
�
� ��
 (�)( �� (���� � � � 1 (�)( � . The same node can be disclosed by more than

one node in the previous layer. The part
�
� ��
 (� ( � � (���� excludes such overlaps.

����� * � + - � �	��� � � �
� � � �

� �
� � (���� �

� � ' �
� �
�
� (3)

and then 
 � is given by,


 � �
� � (-	� � � � � �

� � � �
� �
� � (���� �

� � ' �
���
� �

(4)

� � � � � � �
� � � �

� �
� � (���� �

� � ' �
���
� �
� (5)

We denote � &� the number of nodes which are disclosed but haven’t been attempted to break-in:

� &� ��
 � � ' � � ��� � � � �
� � � �

� �
� � (���� �

� � ' �
� �
� �
� ' � � (6)

for �	��� � � � � � � � � . Apart from � &� , there is a set of nodes that have been disclosed on which a break-in

attempt has been made un-successfully. This set is denoted by ���� and is given by,

� �� �
� 1 (�� � (- � � �

� � �
� � � �

� �
� � (���� �

(7)

� � ' � � " � � � � � �
� � � �

� �
� � (���� �

� (8)

Note that nodes in the first layer cannot be disclosed due to a break-in attack and so � & � ����� � � 	 .

Thus the attacker will congest nodes in the set � &� and � �� as their identities have been disclosed and

they have not been broken into. Define ��� to be the average total number of nodes that are disclosed but

not broken-into successfully in the system, where ��� � ����� ���� � � � &� � �!�� � . Recall that �  is the overall

number of overlay nodes that the adversary can congest. Considering the attack congestion mechanism,

there are two cases:
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� � �� � � : In this case, all � � disclosed nodes will be congested. Since the attacker still has capacity

to congest �  � � � nodes, it will expend its spare resources randomly. The extra congested nodes

will be uniformly randomly chosen from the remaining � � � � � � � � � � &� � � � � �� � � � good nodes.

We emphasize that � &� � � and �!�� � � are part of the filters and are excluded from ��� to determine

the remaining overlay nodes that are targets for random congestion 6. Therefore, the total number of

congested overlay nodes in Layer � is,

# � �
������� ������
� &� � �!�� � � �  � � � � �

�)( � ���( ���
	( ��� �(& � &�� �� &�� ��� 	��� � ��� ���� ��� � �	� ��� � � � � � ,

� &� � �	� � � � .

(9)

� � �� � � : The attacker can randomly congest the subset of �  candidates among � � disclosed

nodes. In this case,

# � � � 
� �

� � &� � � �� � � �	� ��� � � � � � � � �	� (10)

Recall that � � ��" � � # � is the set of bad nodes in Layer � . We then use Formula (1) to compute � � .

3) Numerical Results and Discussion: Fig. 3 shows the relationship between � � and the layering

and mapping degree under different attack intensities. We discuss the issue of node distribution in the

successive round-based attack model. The mapping degrees used here are: one to one mapping which

means each SOFS node has only one neighbor on the next layer; one to half mapping which means each

node has half of all the nodes on the next layer as its neighbors; and one to all mapping which means each

node has all the nodes on next layer as its neighbors. Other system and attack configuration parameters

are: � � � 	�	�	�	 , � � �
	�	 , ��� � 	 ��� , the SOFS nodes are evenly distributed among layers. The number

of filters is set as �
	 . In Fig. 3 (a), � � is set as 	 and we evaluate performance under two congestion

intensities: �  ��� 	�	�	 and �  ����	�	�	 representing moderate and heavy congestion attacks respectively.

In Fig. 3 (b), we fix �  ����	�	�	 and analyze two intensities of break-in: � � ����	�	 and ��� ��� 	�	�	 . We

make the following observations;

6In our model, the filters are special and can be congested only upon disclosure and not randomly.
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Fig. 3. Sensitivity of ��� to � and � ( under different attack intensities.

� Fig. 3 (a) shows that under the same attack intensities, different layer numbers result in different � � .

When ����� 	 (pure random congestion attack), as � increases, � � goes down. This is because, there

are less nodes per layer, and under random congestion, few nodes per layer are left uncompromised.

This behavior is more pronounced when the mapping degree is high. We wish to remind the reader

about the SOS architecture, where the number of layers is fixed as
�

and the mapping degree is one

to all for defending against random DDoS congestion attacks (same as the attack model we analyze

here). From the above discussion we can see that fixing the number of layers as
�

is not the best

solution for such a type of attack.

� For any � , a larger mapping degree (more neighbors for each node) means more paths from nodes

in one layer to nodes in the next layer, thus increasing � � in Fig. 3 (a) under the absence of break-

in attacks. Under break-in attacks, a high mapping degree is not always good as more nodes are

disclosed during break-in attacks. For instance when the mapping is one to all, � � � 	 in Fig. 3 (b).

Thus the effect of mapping typically depends on the attack intensities of the break-in and congestion

phase.

� Finally we see that an increase in �� and ��� naturally leads to a decrease in � � , because more

nodes could be congested or broken into.
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B. Under a Successive Round Based Attack

1) Attack Model: Our successive round based attack (successive attack in short) model extends from

the one-burst attack model in two ways: (1) the attacker has some prior knowledge about the first layer

SOFS nodes that it uses to its advantage. Let ��� represent the percentage of nodes at the first layer known

to the attacker before an attack, (2) the break-in attack phase is conducted in
�

rounds (
� �

� ), i.e., the

attacker will launch its break-in attacks successively rather than in one burst. In this attack model, more

SOFS nodes are disclosed in a round by round fashion thus accentuating the effect of attack.

The strategy of the successive attack is shown in Procedure 1. We denote � to be the available break-in

resources at the start of each round and � � � � at the start of round � . For each round, the attacker will

try to break-into a minimum of � nodes and is fixed as
&��� . If the number of disclosed nodes is more

than � , the attacker borrows resources from � to attack them all. Otherwise it attacks the nodes disclosed

and some other randomly chosen nodes to utilize � for that round. The spare break-in attack capacity

available keeps decreasing till the attacker has exhausted all of its � � resources. At any round, if the

attacker has discovered more SOFS nodes than its available attack resources ( � ), it tries to break into a

subset ( � ) of the disclosed nodes and starts the congestion phase. The attacker will congest all disclosed

nodes and more; or only a subset of the disclosed nodes depending on its congestion capacity �  . We

assume � - be the number of nodes whose identities are known to the attacker at the start of round . .

Here we assume the attacker will not attempt to break into a node twice and a node broken into is not

congested. Although there can be other variations of such successive attacks, we believe that our model

is representative.

2) Analysis: We again use the average case approach to analyze the system and derive � � . The problem

typically is in discounting the overlaps among the bad (disclosed or broken-in) nodes. In the one-burst

attack model we analyzed before, we had to take care of two possible overlap scenarios (1) a disclosed

node could have been already broken-into, (2) the same node being disclosed by multiple lower layer

nodes. The complexity in overlap is accentuated here due to the nature of successive attacks. This is
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because there are multiple rounds of break-in attacks before congestion. We thus have to consider the

above overlaps in the case of multiple rounds as well. In order to preserve the information about a node

per round, we introduce the subscript . for round along with the subscript � that refers to layer information.

At the beginning of each round . , the attacker will base its attack on the set of nodes disclosed at

the completion of round . � � . We denote the set of nodes which are disclosed at round . � � , on

which break-in attempts is made in round . , as ' ��,+ - . Depending on its spare capacity for that round, the

attacker will also select more nodes to randomly break-into. We denote this set of nodes as ' ��,+ - . We define

' �,+ - � ' ��,+ - ��' ��,+ - . It is the number of nodes on which break-in attempts (successfully/unsuccessfully) have

been made at Layer � in round . . Once the attacker has launched its break-in attacks on these ' �,+ - nodes,

it will break into a set of nodes. We denote " �� + - and " �� + - as the set of nodes successfully broken into and

denote � ��,+ - and � ��,+ - as the set of nodes unsuccessfully broken into after launching the break-in attacks on

the ' ��,+ - and ' ��,+ - set of nodes respectively.
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Fig. 4. Node demarcation in our successive attack at the end of Round � .

Breaking into nodes in sets " ��,+ - and " ��,+ - will disclose a set of nodes denoted by ���� + - . This set, ����,+ - will

overlap with (1) the nodes attacked until all previous rounds denoted by � - � �� � � ' �,+ � , (2) the nodes in set

� ��,+ - . We define such a set of the overlapped nodes as � ��,+ - , (3) the nodes in set " ��,+ - , (4) the nodes in set

" ��,+ - and � ��,+ - . Fig. 4 shows such overlaps at the end of round . . After discounting all the above overlaps

from � �� + - , we can get the set of disclosed nodes which have never been attacked till the end of round . .

We define this set as � &�,+ - . We define � - � � �
���� � &�,+ - , on which the attacker will launch break-in attacks
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at round . �	� .
In the following, we proceed to describe the calculation of the above sets and then compute the number

of congested nodes. Thus we typically compute � � , and apply Formula (1) to obtain � � . We would like

to take case � - � � � � - in Algorithm 1 as an example. This is the most representative case among the

ones possible. We also consider the other possible cases briefly after analyzing this case. In this case, the

attacker at the beginning of round . of its break-in attack phase has resources to break into more nodes

than those disclosed already prior to that round and has attack resources left, i.e. � � � - to randomly

attack other nodes.

a) The break-in attack phase: At the beginning of round . , the attacker will launch break-in attacks

on the set of nodes disclosed in round . � � , i.e. � &� + - � � . The remaining break-in resources of that round

will be randomly used. We then have,

' ��,+ - � � �,+ - � � � (11)

' ��,+ - � ��� � � �,+ - � � � � - � �� � � ' �,+ �
� � � - � � �� � � � - � �� � � ' � + � � ��� � - � � (12)

' �,+ - � ' ��,+ - � ' ��,+ - � (13)

" ��,+ - � �	� � ' ��,+ - � (14)

" ��,+ - � �	� � ' ��,+ - � (15)

� ��,+ - � �
� � ��� � � ' �� + - � (16)

� ��,+ - � �
� � ��� � � ' �� + - � (17)

for �	� � � � � � � � � � .

In (11), note however that � �,+ - � � is 	 for � � � . This is because the nodes at the first layer cannot be

disclosed by means of a break-in attack in any round . . We define " � + - as the summation of " ��,+ - and " ��,+ - .
Hence we have,

" �,+ - � ��� � ��� � � �,+ - � � � � - � �� � � ' � + �
� � � - � � �� � � � - � �� � � ' � + � � � ��� � - �

� ��� � � �,+ - � � � �	� ��� � � � � � � � � (18)
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The next part is to compute the set of nodes � &�,+ - and � �� + - . As discussed above, we have to extract the

set � &�,+ - from � ��,+ - . Similar to the discussion in the one-burst attack case and from (5), (6) and (8), we

calculate � &�,+ - and � ��,+ - . We first calculate the set of nodes that have been either disclosed or attacked. This

is given by,


 �,+ - � � � � � � �
� � � �

���
� � ( �	��� � �

� � � - � � � ' �,+ ����
� �
� (19)

for " � � � + - � 	 and �	��� � � � � � � . We then have,

� &�,+ - ��
 � + - � � -
� � � ' �,+ � � (20)

for " � � � + - � 	 and � � � � � � � � � . Note that in our attack model, the attacker will not try to break into a

node twice. Hence, to calculate � &�,+ - , from 
 �,+ - , we subtract the nodes on which a break-in attempt has

been made. Similarly, we have,

� ��,+ - � � ' ��,+ - � " ��,+ - � � � � �
� � � �

���
� � ( �	��� � � � (21)

for " � � � + - � 	 and �	��� � � � � � � .

We now wish to clarify the reader about the situations involving particular cases for the successive

attack. Apart from the general case we have discussed, there are three other cases: (i) � - � � � � , (ii)

� � � - � � , and (iii) � � � - . For case (i), all the formulas we derived for the general case can be

directly applied, except that � has to be replaced by � . For case (ii), all the formulas in the general case

can be applied except that ' ��,+ - � 	 . For case (iii), we have ' ��,+ - = 0, and the formulas derived in the

general case are not directly applicable. In this case, there are some disclosed nodes that the attacker does

not try to break into due to consumption of all break-in resources. Such nodes will be attacked during

the congestion phase. We denote this set of nodes in Layer � after round . as
� �,+ - . We wish to state here

that
� �,+ - has relevance (it could be non-zero) only when the attacker completes its break-in attack phase
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at round . . Thus in this case we have,

� �,+ - � � � + - � � � � � �,+ - � �� - � � � (22)

' ��,+ - � 	 � (23)

' ��,+ - � � � + - � � � � � + - � (24)

for �	� � � � � � � � � � .

� &�,+ - �
����������� ����������

	 � �	� � ,

� � � � � �
� ��
 (� ( � � ( �	��� �

�
� � �

� � � � 1 ( � � � � � � � ��� ( � ��)( � �

� � - � � � ' �,+ � � � - � � � � �,+ � � �	��� � � � � � � � � ,

(25)

where " � � � + - � 	 , and ���� + - is same as one in the general case.

b) The congestion attack phase: Let the final round of the break-in attack be � ( � � �
). Defining

� � to be the number of disclosed nodes but not broken-into, we have,

� � � ��
�!� �

��
� � � �

��,+ � � ��
� � � �

&
��� � + �

� ��
�!� � � &�,+ � � ��

�!� �
� �,+ � � ��

�!� �
��
� � � � ��,+ � � (26)

We have the total number of broken-in nodes, � � � � ��!� � � �� � � " � + � . If �  � � � , we have the number

of congested nodes per layer, # � as

# � �

��������������������� ��������������������

�
�
� � � � ��,+ � � � &�,+ � � � �� � � ���� + �
��� �,+ � � � �  � � � � � ���
� �

�
� � � " �,+ � � � �� � � � �� + � � � &�,+ �

� �
�� � � � ��,+ � ��� �,+ � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � - � � � � &��� � + � � � � ��� ��� � � � � � ,

� - � � � � &� � � + � � ���	� �	� .

(27)

If �  � � � , we have

# � �
�������� �������

&
	& � � � �
�� � � � ��,+ � � � &�,+ �

��� �,+ � � � �� � � �!��,+ � � � ��� ��� � � � � � ,&
	& � � � �� � � � &� � � + � � � ���	� �	� .

(28)
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Denoting " �	�
� �� � � " �,+ � , we have the set of bad nodes in Layer � , � � � " � � # � . We then use Formula

(1) to compute ��� .

Note that prior knowledge about identities of the first layer SOFS nodes, � � , determines � � , i.e.

� � � � � � � � . In fact, we can consider this information as that obtained from a break-in attack at Round

0. The number of nodes “disclosed” at Round 0 is � � � � � , all of which are distributed at the first layer.

At round � , the attacker will launch its break-in attack based on this information. Thus " �,+ -
� � &�,+ - ��# � etc.

can be calculated by application of Formulas (11) to (28). We wish to point out that if we set � � � 	

and
� � � , the successive attack model degenerates into the one-burst attack model. Thus the formulas to

compute " �,+ - � � &�,+ - ��# � etc. will be simplified to the corresponding ones derived in the previous sub-section.

3) Numerical Results and Discussions: In the following, we discuss the system performance ( � � )

under the successive attack. Unless otherwise mentioned, the default system and attack parameters are

� � � 	�	�	�	 , � � �
	�	 , �  ��� 	 	�	 , ��� ��� 	 	 ,
� � �

, ��� � 	 � � and � � � 	 � � and the SOFS nodes are

evenly distributed among the layers. We introduce two new mapping degrees here, namely one to two

mapping, meaning each SOFS node has � neighbors in the immediate higher layer; and the other is, one

to five mapping, meaning each node has � neighbors in the next layer.
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity of ��� to � , � ( and node distribution.

Fig. 5 (a) shows the impact of � on � � under different mapping degrees. Similar to Fig. 3 (a)(b), � �

is sensitive to � and the mapping degree, even when � � is not zero and
� �

� . Among the current

configurations, the one with � ��� and mapping degree one to two provides the best overall performance.
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Fig. 5 (b) gives us an insight on the impact of node distribution on � � when � and the mapping degree

change. Other parameters remaining unchanged, here we show sensitivity of performance to three different

node distributions per layer. The first is even node distribution wherein the nodes in each layer are the

same (given by
�
� ). The second is increasing node distribution, wherein the number of nodes in the first

layer are fixed (
�
� ). This is to maintain a degree of load balancing with the clients. The other layers have

nodes in an increasing distribution of ������� � � ��� � � � . The third is decreasing node distribution where

the number of nodes in the first layer is fixed (
�
�

) and those in the other layers are in decreasing order of

� � ��� � � ��� � � ��� � .
We make the following observations. The node distribution does impact performance. The sensitivity

of ��� to the node distribution seems more pronounced for higher mapping degrees (more neighbors per

node). A very interesting observation we make is that increasing node distributions performs best. This is

because when the mapping degree is larger than one to one, breaking into one node will lead to multiple

nodes being disclosed at the next layer, hence the layers closer to the target will have more nodes disclosed

and are more vulnerable. More nodes at these layers can compensate the damage of disclosure . Also

we observe that as the number of layers increases, the sensitivity to node distribution gradually reduces.

This is because as � increases, the difference in the number of nodes per layer turns to be less for the

different node distributions.
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity of � � to � (a) and �	� (b).

Fig. 6 (a) shows the impact of
�

on � � under different � with mapping degree one to five. The nodes are
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evenly distributed among the layers in this case. Overall, � � is sensitive and decreases when
�

increases.

For larger values of � , ��� is less sensitive to
�

because more layers can provide more protection from

break-in attack even for higher round numbers. We also observe that � � is sensitive to � � in Fig Fig. 6

(b). For higher mapping degrees, � � is more sensitive to changing ��� . The reason follows from previous

discussions that a higher mapping degree discloses more nodes. For smaller � , � � is more sensitive to

changing � � . The reason is, a smaller � increases the attacker’s chance to penetrate the system, layer by

layer.
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Fig. 7. Sensitivity of ��� to � � under different � , � ( and � .

In Fig. 7 we show how ��� changes with ��� as the other system side parameters change. Fig. 7 (a)

shows how the mapping and total number of overlay nodes influences the relation between � � and ��� . In

this configuration, we set �� � � 	�	 	 and even SOFS node distribution. Fig. 7 (b) shows the sensitivity

of ��� to changing � and mapping degrees under changing � � . We make the following observations.

� �	� is sensitive to ��� . A larger ��� results in a smaller ��� . For higher mapping degrees, � � is more

sensitive to changing � � . The reason follows from previous discussions that a higher mapping degree

discloses more nodes under break-in attacks.

� From Fig. 7, there is portion of the curve, where � � almost remains unchanged for increasing � � .

This stable part is due to advantages offered by means of the layering of SOFS architecture to

disclosure-based break-in attack. The down slide in � � beyond the stable part shows the effect of

random break-in attack apart from disclosure-based attack.
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� For a fixed ��� , an increase in the total number of overlay nodes � , decreases the chance that a

random break-in attack is launched on an SOFS node, and � � does increase.
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Fig. 8. Sensitivity of � � to � 	 under different � ( and � .

Fig. 8 shows the sensitivity of � � to the changing of �� under different mapping degree and � . Here

we set ��� ��� 	 	 .

� We observe that ��� is sensitive to �  . As �  increases, ��� is smaller. The sensitivity of ��� with

small �  shows that if �� increases, more disclosed nodes can be congested, making � � smaller.

The stable part shows the protection of layering SOS architecture to disclosure-based congestion

attack. The fall in ��� after the stable part of the curves shows the effect of randomly congestion

attack beyond disclosure-based attack.

� If the mapping degree is larger, ��� is less sensitive to changes in �� under the same ��� , especially

when �  is large. The reason is for higher mapping degree, more paths are available leading to more

protection to congestion-based attack.

� For a fixed ��� , an increase in � increases ��� because more overlay nodes ( � ) makes the chance

that a random attack targeting an SOS nodes small.

Fig. 9 illustrates the sensitivity of ��� to ��� with different � and mapping degrees. From this figure,

we can find that ��� is sensitive to ��� . For higher mapping degrees and small , � � is more sensitive to

changing ��� . For smaller � , ��� is more sensitive to changing ��� . These observations are similar to the

ones we obtained in Fig. 7. These findings can be explained as follows. As � � increases, a SOFS node

turns easier to be broken-in. Hence the consequence of increase in � � is similar to increase in � � . Hence
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we can have the similar observations.

We summarize our finding as follows. The attack strategies, intensities, prior knowledge about the

system and robustness of SOFS nodes significantly impact system performance, however, the impacts are

deeply influenced by the system design features. Larger values of � and smaller mapping degrees improve

system resilience to break-in attacks, while the reverse is true for congestion based attacks. In order to

compensate for the effects of break-in and congestion attacks, there is a clear trade-off in the layering as

well as mapping degree. Thus, if the system is designed carefully keeping potential attack scenarios in

mind, more resilient architectures can be designed.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE SOFS SYSTEM UNDER CONTINUOUS ATTACKS

In this section, we study the performance of the SOFS system in the presence of continuous attacks.

Also, we study the impacts of system repair in this section. The performance metric � � is still the same.

A. Attack Model and System Repair

The continuous attack model is different from the discrete round based model in the sense that the

attacker continuously breaks into nodes as and when their identities are revealed to the attacker. We

define ��� and �  to be the maximum number of overlay nodes that can be simultaneously broken-into or

congested. Furthermore, here the attacker can reuse its resources ( � � and �  ) in a more sophisticated way

as follows. During system recovery (discussed next), the attacker will know the recovery of a compromised
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node in time
� ��� . If the attacker attacks a non-SOFS node 7, it will know that it is a non-SOFS node

after time
� ��� . Then it will redirect the attack after time

� ���
� . An on-going congestion attack will keep

sending traffic to a victim node as long as it is an SOFS node. Once a break-in attack is completed on a

node, whether successfully or not, the attacker will redirect the break-in attack on another node. When the

attacker redirects the attack, it will use the disclosed node list if there is any node in that list, otherwise it

will randomly pick a node from all the overlay nodes except the nodes already under attack. Obviously,

the disclosed nodes are all SOFS nodes, so they should be targeted by break-in attack if there are enough

break-in attack resources. If the disclosed nodes number is larger than ��� , the congestion attack can also

share the disclosed nodes list. That is, a part of the disclosed nodes will be congested, while the remaining

will be broken into later.

We now discuss system recovery to defend against attacks. While there can be many potential recovery

mechanisms, we generalize them into two categories, proactive repair and reactive repair. We consider a

proactive repair mechanism that periodically resets every SOFS node. When proactive reset event happens,

the SOFS system immediately replaces an old SOFS node with a new SOFS node which is pre-assigned.

We assume that the interval between two successive proactive reset on one SOFS node be denoted as

���
. Besides proactive repair, the system can be reactively repaired. Reactive repair means that, once the

SOFS node is attacked, the system will detect the attack on this node after a certain time,
� � . Then the

system will immediately remove this SOFS node from the system and spend some time,
� � � , to find a

substitute for this SOFS node.

B. Analysis

Our goal is to study the impacts of system design features on system performance under attacks. A

mathematical analysis in the previous section gave us significant conclusions on system performance under

discrete round based attacks without repair. A similar analysis here is too complicated to perform due to

7Recall that an SOFS node is one that currently is active in the overlay, while a non-SOFS node is one that is a part of the SOFS system,

but is not a part of the overlay currently.
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the complexities of the continues attack model coupled with our proposed approach for system repair. We

thus use simulations in this section to study system performance.

In order to analyze the system, we implement a discrete event driven simulation tool to simulate the

system repair and the attack model. The simulated system consists � 	�	�	 overlay nodes, among which there

are � 	 SOFS nodes, and �
	 filters. Each client is connected to � first layer SOFS nodes. The simulation tool

takes the delay values (e.g.
� �

,
� � , � � ��� and etc.) and attack resources discussed in the previous section as

part of the input parameters. We assume all the delays defined above follow exponential distribution. The

system recovery delay over the redirecting attack delay is used to describe the speed competition between

attacks and system repair, which is referred as � . With proactive repair, � is
���
�����	� ; with reactive repaire,

� is defined as
�
�
������ In following simulations, the default system and attack parameters are � � � � 	�	 ,

�  � � 	�	 , � � � , �	� � 	 � � and � � � 	 � � .

C. Numerical Results and Discussions
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Fig. 10 shows the sensitivity of ��� to � , which represents speed competition between attacks and system

repairObviously. Obviously, � is smaller, the system is faster in recovery, then the � � should better. In

Fig. 10, we change the � from 0 to 20 by changing
� �

and
� � while fix

� � � � . � � � and the mapping

used is one to half mapping in this figure. Another more important observation drawn from Fig. 10 is,

the proactive repair’s performance is better than reactive repair. This is easy to explain, (1) in proactive

repair recovery scheme, a SOS node is replaced after every
� �

, so the average delay after a attack till

a proactive repair is half of
� �

. In reactive repair scheme, the average delay between an attack event to
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when system detect the attack is
� � . Thus, if

� �
equals

� � , then proactive repair is actually faster than

reactive repair. (2) in the reactive repair scheme, after the system detects the attack and shutdowns the

compromised SOS node, it needs a period of time (
� ��� ) to find a substitute to replace the shutdown SOS

node. Beyond the repair speed, the proactive repair scheme is cheaper, compared with the reactive repair

which depends on the deployment of certain Intrusion Detection System. Thus, we believe the proactive

repair scheme is better than the reactive scheme both in terms of performance and cost. Our following

simulation will only use proactive reset scheme.

From our earlier observations in section III, we can see that of the three design features, the most

sensitive ones are the number of layers and the mapping degree. In this section, we focus on these two

important design features.
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity of � � to � under different � (a), and to � 	 under different � and � (b).

Fig. 11 (a) shows the impact of � on � � under different mapping degrees when � � and �  are fixed

as ��	�	 respectively. Similar to Fig. 5 (a), � � is sensitive to � and the mapping degree. The sensitivity of

�	� to � and mapping degree is less than that in the previous model because here, while the attack breaks

into nodes layer by layer, the system recovery replaces the compromised SOFS nodes and the disclosed

un-attacked SOFS nodes. An increase in the number of layers can always slow the penetration of the

break-in attack to the target. However, if the system deploys too many layers, it decreases the number of

nodes on each layer and the number of paths between layers decreases correspondingly, which will cause

a decrease in ��� (Recall that in our evaluation, the total number of SOFS nodes is fixed).
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Note that in Fig. 11 (a), both � � and �  are set to a relatively small number, i.e. � 	 	 . As � � and � 

increase, ��� will turn to be more sensitive to � and � , which is illustrated in Fig. 11 (b) and Fig. 12

(a), (b).

Fig. 11 (b) shows how � and � influence � � when �  changes, ��� is fixed as � 	�	 and the mapping

degree is fixed as one to two. Here � � � is always better than � ��� because when ��� is fixed and ��

increases, � ��� does not get so much benefit from delaying break-in attack when random congestion

attacks dominate the overall attack. This also confirms that small number of layers provides better defense

to congestion attack.
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Fig. 12. Sensitivity of � � to � � under different � and � (a), and different � and � (b).

Fig. 12 (a) shows how ��� changes with ��� as � and � change but the mapping degree here is fixed

as one to two. When � � is very small, a structure with more layers prevents the break-in attacks from

penetrating the system, thus � ��� is better than � � � especially when the system repair is very slow.

But in all other cases, � � � is much better than � ��� because deploying too many layers decreases

the number of nodes on each layer, hence decreases the number of paths from clients to the target when

there are more attacks.

Fig. 12 (b) shows how ��� changes with ��� under different mapping degrees and � when � � � . We

can make some interesting observations from this figure. � � decreases rapidly when � � increases from

very small values, especially when the system repair is very slow, i.e. � is big. The system with the smaller

mapping degree has better performance than the one with the bigger mapping degree. The observation
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can be explained as follows. When � is big, the damage caused by the attack is recovered slowly and

hence ��� decreases rapidly. Smaller mapping degree, less nodes disclosed and hence � � is better. This

finding matches the one we obtained in the round-based attack model.

However, when � � is big enough, ��� decreases slowly with increase in � � . More interestingly, ��� ,

with bigger mapping degrees is better than the one with smaller mapping degrees. This is opposite to

the case when ��� is smaller. We can explain these observations as follows. When � � is big enough,

the attack totally overwhelms the system recovery and most of the SOFS nodes can be disclosed and

compromised. Further increase of � � will not make any bigger impact on ��� . Hence ��� decreases slowly

as ��� increases. When � � is very large, there are very few SOFS nodes alive in the system. It is the

recovery process that maintains a certain number (possibly very small) of nodes alive, which guarantees

�	� larger than 	 . The number of alive nodes in this situation is mainly determined by � , which is not

related to the mapping degree. Given a certain number of alive nodes, larger the mapping degree, more

is the chance to find a path from a client to the target. Hence, large values of � � can be achieved.

Based on the above simulations, we can make the following conclusions: the attack intensities and the

system design features still have significant influence on system performance under continuous attacks

with system repair. On the other hand, we find that the repair process does reduce the damage caused by

the attack, particularly the break-in attack. Under very severe attacks, with the repair process, the system

can maintain a certain level of system performance. The large mapping degree always helps to achieve

better system performance in this circumstance.

V. RELATED WORK

The main scope of this work is in the realm of overlay systems used for defending against Distributed

DoS attacks. The surveys in [1], [2] on DDoS attacks and defense are exhaustive and interested readers

can refer to those papers. In the following, we would like to focus on the work in overlay systems.

Overlay networks have been used for providing a wide variety of services like multicasting [8], [9],

routing [10], [11] and file sharing [12], [13] etc. Recently, several works have been reported in the usage
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of overlay solutions to enhance security of communication systems like [5], [6], [7], [14], [10]. An overlay

solution to track DDoS floods has been proposed in [14]. [10] proposes a overlay routing infrastructure to

enhance the resilience of the Internet. As mentioned above, [5], [6], [7] propose intermediate forwarding

systems between the clients and the server to provide resilient communications under DDoS attacks. These

systems are closely related to SOFS. We would like to discuss them further.

A Secure Overlay Services (SOS) architecture has been proposed in [5] in the framework of a set

of clients communicating with a target during critical situations. The design rationale is to ensure that

in the presence of DDoS attacks, the probability of all available paths between clients and the target

being compromised is very small. In order to achieve this objective, the SOS architecture uses a set

of overlay nodes arranged in
�

layers of hierarchy between the source and the target through which

traffic is authenticated and then routed. Mayday [6] generalizes earlier work on SOS to provide denial

of service resistance to servers. It improves upon the SOS work by separating the overlay routing and

the lightweight packet filtering, and providing a more powerful set of choices for each layer. In [7], the

authors propose a general, overlay-based Internet Indirection Infrastructure (I3) that offers a rendezvous-

based communication architecture. Instead of explicitly sending a packet to a destination, each packet

associated with an identifier will be forwarded to a rendezvous point. The receiver will then receive the

message from that point. The SOFS system we study is a generalized architecture of the above systems.

Anonymity systems have several common features with our SOFS system. Anonymity systems usually

use intermediate forwarding to achieve anonymity. However, there are some significant differences between

these two types of systems. The goal of SOFS is to ensure that with high probability, any client can find

a path to the target under DDoS attacks. Hiding the target (server) is an important approach to achieve its

goal. Due to intermediate forwarding, the attacker has no idea about successive paths taken by messages,

or the location of the target. However, besides this approach, SOFS also tries to ensure paths from client to

the server by putting multiple connections between nodes in successive layers. Many anonymity systems,

particularly the systems aiming to achieve receiver anonymity, depend on one or more third party nodes
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to generate an anonymous path [15], [16], which is not good for SOFS. SOFS cannot rely on a centralized

node to achieve receiver anonymity, since the centralized node can itself be the target of a DDoS attack.

Our SOFS uses multiple layering technology to achieve receiver location anonymity in a distributed

fashion.

Our work shares some similarity with the analysis in [5]. The performance metric, � � is the same.

However our work is significantly different from that work in the fact that the system and attacks we

analyze are more general and sophisticated. We introduce intelligence to the DDoS attack by defining

break-in attacks which can break into a node and disclose its neighbors. It is our belief that such attacks

are practical and our data show that it is also very dangerous to the SOFS where there is a certain

architecture present. The attacker can use the break-in attacks to infer the architecture of the system and

launch congestion-based attacks more efficiently. Hence the approach used in [5] can not be applied in

our work. Our analysis approach is much complicated, particularly in the case of multiple round based

attacks, where we should consider a lot of overlaps among the attacked nodes. In the analysis of the

original SOS architecture, it is assumed that each node can simultaneously provide the functionality of

nodes at multiple layers. In the presence of break-in attacks, allowing this possibility is very dangerous

in the sense that once such a node is broken-into, nodes in several other layers will be disclosed and we

do not make this assumption.

VI. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper, we have studied the impacts of architectural design features on SOFS, an generalized

overlay intermediate forwarding system under intelligent DDoS attacks. We analyzed our SOFS system

under a discrete round based attack using a general analytical approach, and analyzed the system under

a continuous attack using simulations.

Our analysis results clearly demonstrate that design features are critical to ensure good system per-

formance under intelligent DDoS attacks. Specifically, (1) larger number of layers and smaller mapping

degrees improve system resilience to break-in attacks, while the reverse is true for congestion based
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attacks, demonstrating the clear trade-off between these two features, (2) increasing node distributions

perform better than other node distributions, (3) when the system tries to protect itself with a repair

mechanism, the trends shown by our analysis without system repair still hold, although the attack impacts

are reduced, and (4) Under extremely severe attacks, with system repair, the system can always maintain

a certain level (possibly small) of system performance. The larger mapping degree is better in improving

the system performance than the smaller mapping degree.

Our work thus has important impacts in the design of overlay systems to defend against DDoS attacks.

The attack strategies, intensities, prior knowledge about the system and robustness of the overlay node

significantly impact system performance. However with smarter handling of available resources in terms

of designing good architectures, the impact of attacks can be significantly reduced. A part of future

work along this direction is to study the impact of system design features on QoS, coupled with attack

resilience. The work is challenging. An increase in the number of layers, while being more resilient to

break-in attacks, increases the latency of communication. An increase in the mapping degree has the

opposite effect of decreasing latency due to more choices for routing. We are in the process of designing

an SOFS system that is highly resilient to attacks while still attempting to achieve a desired level of QoS.

The impacts of our work do not stop here. There are several other applications where a structure present,

enables efficient delivery of services. These include Multicasting [8], [9], Real-time delivery [17], File

Sharing systems [12], [13]. Similar to the discussion in this paper, attackers can cause significant damages

to performance by exploiting the knowledge of structure already present in these systems. We believe that

our work is a first step towards designing resilient architectures from this perspective of intelligent attacks.

Analyzing the resilience of such systems under intelligent attacks will also be a part of our future work.
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Procedure 1 Pseudocode of the successive attack strategy

System parameters: � , � , � , ��� ; Attack parameters: ��� , �	� , 
 , �� , � , �

Phase 1 :

1: ����� � , �������� ;

2: for ����� to 
 do

3: if ������� ��� then

4: launch break-in attack on all ��� nodes and randomly launch break-in attack on �"!#�$� nodes and calculate the set

� �&%'� disclosed nodes; update ���(�)!#� ;

5: end if

6: if � � � �+*�� then

7: launch break-in attack on all � � nodes and randomly launch break-in attack on �)!#� � nodes and calculate the set

���&%'� disclosed nodes; break;

8: end if

9: if �,*�� � ��� then

10: launch break-in attack on all � � nodes and calculate the set � �&%�� disclosed nodes; update ���(�)!-� � ;

11: end if

12: if � ��. � then

13: launch break-in attack on � nodes among �$� nodes and calculate the set �$�&%'� disclosed nodes; break;

14: end if

15: end for

16: calculate ��/ ;

Phase 2:

1: if �	�10�� / then

2: congest the � / nodes and randomly congest ( ����!#� / ) nodes;

3: else

4: congestion � � nodes among ��/ nodes randomly;

5: end if


